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PLACARD FORESIGHT WORKSHOP 

HOW CAN FORESIGHT HELP TO REDUCE VULNERABILITY TO CLIMATE-RELATED 

HAZARDS? 
VENUE 

The meeting takes place at ZAMG - Central Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics, Austria 

in Vienna. 

 

ADDRESS 

Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik 

Hohe Warte 38 

1190 Vienna 

 

ARRIVAL BY PLANE 

The airport is located about 20 km from Vienna. The city center is easy to reach by train or bus. 

Vienna International Airport (Schwechat) (www.viennaairport.com). 

Transport between Vienna Airport and City Center of Vienna (to continue to Hotel Kaiser Franz 

Joseph, Hotel Ibis or ZAMG, see Recommended Hotels and Venue). 

 

TRAIN (S-BAHN, RJ AND IC) 

� The cheapest way from Vienna Airport to Vienna City is to take an ÖBB train (S7, RJ, IC) 

from the Airport to the station “Wien Mitte” or “Wien Hbf” at EUR 4,40-. A two-zone ticket 

is necessary (the ticket is also valid for transport in Vienna by underground/tram until you 

reach your final destination). S7 trains from Vienna Airport to “Wien Mitte” leave half-

hourly, taking appr. 25 minutes. (www.oebb.at) 

 

TRAIN (CAT= CITY AIRPORT TRAIN) 

� Alternatively to the above mentioned trains, there is a non-stop train (CAT), running also 

half-hourly, taking 16 minutes at EUR 11,- one-way (EUR 17,- with return), also to “Wien 

Mitte”. A ticket for the underground/tram has to be purchased in addition. 

(www.cityairporttrain.com).  

 

BUS (AIRPORT BUS) 

� The airport bus station is in front of the arrivals hall of Vienna Airport. You can take the bus 

either to Westbahnhof, Wien-Meidling or Schwedenplaz. Tickets can be purchased in the 

bus (EUR 8,-). If you wish to continue your way to ZAMG or a Hotel near the ZAMG, we 

suggest taking the bus to “Schwedenplatz”. A Ticket for the underground/tram has to be 

purchased in addition. 

 

TAXI 

� There is a very good taxi service from the Airport to Vienna City. A Taxi ride from the 

Airport to Vienna costs appr. EUR 35,- 
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Tourist information and tickets can be obtained at the information counter in the Arrivals hall of 

the Airport, after leaving the customs control. Tickets can also be purchased from the machines 

located at the train station (Euro change required). 

 

RECOMMENDED HOTEL 

Hotel Kaiser Franz Joseph**** 

Address: Sieveringer Straße 4, 1190 Wien 

Tel: +43 (0)1-32900-0 

Fax: +43 (0)1-3207355 

http://www.deraghotels.de/hotels-wien/hotel-kaiser-franz-joseph-wien.html  

The Hotel Kaiser Franz Joseph offers a special rate for visitors of ZAMG. Please mention “ZAMG” if 

you are booking at this hotel in order to get the reduction. 

 

Ibis Styles Wien City 

Address: Döblinger Hauptstraße 2, 1190 Wien 

+43 (0)1-40419444 

+43 (0)1-90377150 

E-Mail: reservierung@ibisstyleswien.com  

http://www.ibis.com/de/hotel-9034-ibis-styles-wien-city/index.shtml 

 

A more complete list of hotels, can be found here: http://www.wien.info/en/hotels/ 

Plan and City Guide may be accessed at: http://www.wien.gv.at/stadtplan/en/ 

 

TRANSPORTATION/HOTELS/USEFUL INFORMATION 

FROM “WIEN MITTE” TO HOTEL KAISER FRANZ JOSEPH 

� At “Wien Mitte” take the underground U4 in direction “Heiligenstadt”. Leave U4 at the 

station “Heiligenstadt” (final stop) and change to the bus 39A in direction “Sievering”. The 

bus stops in front of the Hotel Kaiser Franz Joseph (Busstop “Friedlgasse”). 

 

FROM “WIEN MITTE” TO IBIS HOTEL 

� At “Wien Mitte” take the underground U4 direction “Heiligenstadt”, but leave at 

“Spittelau”. Take the underground U6, direction “Siebenhirten/Alt Erlaa”, and leave at the 

next stop “Nußdorfer Straße”; 

 

FROM “WIEN MITTE” TO ZAMG 

� At “Wien Mitte” take the underground U4 direction “Heiligenstadt”, but leave at 

“Spittelau”. Take the underground U6, direction “Siebenhierten/Alt Erlaa, and leave at the 

next stop “Nußdorfer Straße”; change to the tramway 37 in direction “Hohe Warte” and 

leave at the stop “Perntergasse”. The Tram stops just in front of the ZAMG entrance. 
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FROM HOTEL KAISER FRANZ JOSEPH TO ZAMG 

� The Hotel Kaiser Franz Joseph is at walking distance to ZAMG (approximately 20 minutes). 

Alternatively there is a public transport which costs EUR 2,20 each way. 

 

FROM IBIS HOTEL 

� Take tramway 37 in front of the hotel in direction “Hohe Warte” and leave at stop 

“Perntergasse”. The Tram stops just in front of the ZAMG entrance. 

 

FURTHER TOURIST INFORMATION ABOUT VIENNA 

 

www.wien.info 

www.vienna.cc 

www.wien.gv.at 

 

FROM HOTEL KAISER FRANZ JOSEPH TO ZAMG 
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FROM HOTEL IBIS TO ZAMG 

 

 
 

Red line: Tram 37 


